Adaptation of a predictive model of tongue shapes
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1. Introduction
Articulatory databases recorded with X–ray microbeam (Wisconsin database; [1]) or EMA (MOCHA; [2]) have enabled
much work in articulatory inversion, speech synthesis and
speech production research. However, they provide a limited
representation of the tongue (the location of 3–4 pellets, or landmarks, in the midsagittal plane), which is a nonrigid articulator
that can adopt very complex shapes, as evidenced by ultrasound
recordings. The tongue contour can be reconstructed from these
landmarks with submillimetric accuracy by fitting a predictive
mapping using contours extracted from ultrasound recordings
[3, 4], and this far outperforms interpolation methods based on
splines, particularly extrapolating beyond the end landmarks.
There are several reasons why we may want to adapt an existing predictive model. Recording with ultrasound several utterances from a given speaker often involves separate sessions
because of subject fatigue, and removing and wearing again the
stabilising helmet and reattaching the ultrasound probe introduces misalignments. We can minimise these by training a predictive model on one session, adapting it to the other sessions
(thus aligning them) and training the final model on the entire
data from all sessions. We apply our adaptation method to this
condition in this paper. Another obvious reason is adapting to
a new speaker or speaking style. Finally, we may obtain new
contours from a different imaging modality (e.g. MRI).
Extracting sufficient good contours to estimate a predictive model is difficult. The imaging process itself is relatively
straightforward given the ultrasound equipment and stabilising
helmet [4], although recording sufficient utterances does take
time. What is particularly problematic is extracting the contours from the ultrasound images, because the large amount of
noise, false edges, shadows and other disturbances make automatic tracking systems unreliable, and their results must be
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It is possible to recover the full midsagittal contour of the tongue
with submillimetric accuracy from the location of just 3–4 landmarks on it. This involves fitting a predictive mapping from the
landmarks to the contour using a training set consisting of contours extracted from ultrasound recordings. However, extracting sufficient contours is a slow and costly process. Here, we
consider adapting a predictive mapping obtained for one condition (such as a given recording session, recording modality,
speaker or speaking style) to a new condition, given only a
few new contours and no correspondences. We propose an extremely fast method based on estimating a 2D-wise linear alignment mapping, and show it recovers very accurate predictive
models from about 10 new contours.
Index Terms: tongue model, speaker adaptation, ultrasound,
radial basis functions.

landmarks x = (xT1 , . . . , xTK )T ∈ R2K (K = 3)
back
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full contour y = (y T1 , . . . , y TP )T ∈ R2P (P = 24)
Fig. 1. The prediction problem: given the 2D locations of K
landmarks located on the tongue midsagittal contour (x), reconstruct the entire contour (y), represented by P 2D points.
corrected by hand. At an ultrasound recording rate of 100 Hz, a
few utterances result in thousands of contours and require a considerable manual effort. Another problem is that many speakers
do not image their tongue well with ultrasound in the first place,
with the tongue surface boundary being incomplete and unclear
in most frames, leaving few contours usable to train the model.
In summary, the need to obtain models for new conditions
(such as a new recording session, recording modality, speaker
or speaking style) and the difficulty of extracting quality contours make it a necessity to adapt an existing predictive model
given as few new contours as possible. We propose an adaptation method for predictive mappings based on 2D-wise mappings that requires estimating only 6 parameters, and does not
require correspondences. The resulting method is very fast and
achieves high accuracy with just a few contours. We describe
the method in section 3, study its performance in section 4 and
put it in context with methods for ASR adaptation in section 5.

2. The predictive model of tongue shapes
We want to predict the full tongue contour y = (y T1 , . . . , y TP )T
∈ R2P consisting of P points y i ∈ R2 given only the positions x = (xT1 , . . . , xTK )T ∈ R2K of K landmarks xi ∈ R2
(fig. 1). The approach proposed in [3] for linear mappings
and in [4] for radial basis function (RBF) networks fits a predictive mapping
f by minimising the predictive square error
P
2
E(f ) = N
n=1 kyn − f (xn )k (plus a regularisation term for
RBFs) given a sufficiently large training set, and f (x) = Wx+
w (linear) or f (x) = WΦ(x) + w (RBF) with M basis functions φm (x) = exp (− 12 k(x − µm )/σk2 ). The RBF is trained
in an efficient but slightly suboptimal way (as commonly done)
by fixing the centres µm by k–means and cross-validating the
width σ and the regularisation parameter λ.

3. The adaptation method
Given a small N –contour adaptation dataset {(xn , yn )}N
n=1 , it
is difficult to estimate an accurate, complex predictive mapping
from scratch. We perform adaptation of an existing predictive
mapping f by estimating an invertible mapping g (with few parameters) that maps new data to old data (fig. 2). The key as-

pect of this feature normalisation approach is to apply the same
transformation to each 2D point of an x– or y–contour. We
take this 2D-wise alignment transformation g(x) = Ax + b to
be linear, in order to ensure it is invertible and has few parameters. Consequently, the inputs x and outputs y also undergo
invertible linear transformations gx , gy :
“ Ax +b ”
1
...
x̃ = gx (x) =
= (IK ⊗ A)x + 1K ⊗ b (1)
Ax K +b
“ Ay +b ”
1
...
ỹ = gy (y) =
= (IP ⊗ A)y + 1P ⊗ b
(2)
Ay P +b

where ⊗ is the Kronecker product. The adapted predictive mapping is given by gy−1 ◦ f ◦ gx . Then, adaptation requires estimating only the 6 parameters A2×2 and b2×1 , which are shared
among all 2D points in a contour (so one contour is enough if
P > 2 points). To estimate {A, b} we need to define a suitable
error function. The obvious candidate is the same one that was
used to estimate the predictive mapping f , namely the predictive
squared error E(A, b):
‚
‚2
P
−1
‚
‚ . (3)
minA,b E(A, b) = N
n=1 yn − gy (f (gx (xn )))

Even when f is linear, E is very nonlinear on A and b (possibly introducing local optima) and its gradient is complicated to
calculate. Instead, we use a proxy error function F (A, b):
P
2
minA,b F (A, b) = N
(4)
n=1 kgy (yn ) − f (gx (xn ))k

which is easier to handle. We do not constrain A to be invertible
in (4), as we find this unnecessary in practice.
To minimise F , we compute the gradients (vec (·) concatenates the columns of its argument into a single column vector)
P
T
∂rn
∂F
Pn = ∂ vec(A)
=2 N
(5)
n=1 rn Pn
∂ vec(A)
PN
T
∂rn
∂F
= 2 n=1 rn Qn
Qn = ∂ vec(b)
(6)
∂ vec(b)
where rn (A, b) = gy (yn ) − f (gx (xn )). Using the formula
(CT ⊗ A) vec (B) = vec (ABC), we obtain
rn = Pn vec (A) + Q vec (b) − w
Pn = yn ⊗ I2 − W(x
n ⊗ I2 )
Qn = 1P ⊗ I2 − W(1K ⊗ I2 ) = Q
for the linear predictive mapping, and

Pn =

⊗ I2 +

Qn = 1P ⊗ I2 +

1
W diag (Φ(x̃n )) (x̃n 1TM
σ2
1
W diag (Φ(x̃n )) (x̃n 1TM
σ2
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Fig. 2. Five sample contours
from
with a 2D-wise
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52.8
mapping g with A = −0.36
,
b
=
(
0.26
67.4 ). Red: adaptation contours; blue: original contours, recovered by g.
Gauss-Newton approximation for the initial Hessian, it converges to machine precision in 5–15 iterations. Random initialisations have failed to find local optima in F .
The computational complexity of the adaptation algorithms
in number of multiplications is O(32N P ) for the linear case
and O(14N M (P + K)) per BFGS iteration for the RBF case,
where the constants given are approximate and assume 2D-wise
vectors. For N = 10 adaptation contours, M = 500 basis functions, P = 24 points and K = 3 landmarks, RBF adaptation
takes 0.1 s and linear adaptation takes 4 ms in a 2.66 GHz PC.
Bias incurred by the proxy objective function. In general,
if the data is transformed with a ground-truth {A0 , b0 }, then
the latter is a minimiser of E (up to local optima) but not of
F . This is due to the fact that E and F are minimising errors in different variables (just like the regression lines of y on
x and x on y are different). However, we can prove that the
bias (A, b) − (A0 , b0 ) is proportional to the predictive error
on the original training set (and zero if the model was perfect,
i.e., yn = f (xn )). Our predictive errors are very low, particularly for the RBF case, and in synthetic examples we observe
a relative bias of less than 1%. This is a fair price to pay for
the simplicity and efficiency of the algorithm. There are two
further differences in the RBF case wrt the linear one that cause
the adapted model to be slightly better than expected. (1) The
original f may be slightly suboptimal because of the heuristic
RBF training; minimising F will not only adapt but also indirectly optimise over the centres and width. (2) The adapted
RBF model results in non-radial basis functions (with inverse
covariance (IK ⊗ AT A)/σ 2 ), and is thus more flexible.

4. Experiments

rn = ỹn − WΦ(x̃n ) − w
yn

0

T

− M)

(x
n

⊗ I2 )

T

− M) (1K ⊗ I2 )

for the RBF predictive mapping, where x̃n = gx (xn ), ỹn =
gy (yn ), M2K×M = (µ1 , . . . , µM ), y = (y 1 · · · y P )T of
P × 2, and x = (x1 · · · xK )T of K × 2.
The solution for the linear case is unique and given by the
following positive definite 6 × 6 linear system:
“ T
”“
” `
´T
T
vec(A)
P P P Q
= PQ w
(7)
T
T
vec(b)
Q P Q Q

PN
PN
T
1
T
where P = N1
n=1 Pn and P P = N
n=1 Pn Pn .
The solution for the RBF case requires nonlinear optimisation of F using the gradient equations given above. We have
found BFGS (a quasi-Newton method with superlinear convergence) to be very efficient and reliable; when initialising it from
the {A, b} obtained for the linear predictive mapping and the

What we want in a good adaptation method is a strong error
reduction with little data and low computational cost, but we
must also expect that the error stagnates with abundant data.
Our experiments quantify this in several settings.
Dataset. We use the ultrasound database of [4] (but we reextracted the contours, which are now more accurate). It contains 8 671 tongue contours (with P = 24 points) from a set of
22 British TIMIT sentences for one Scottish speaker, maaw0.
During the recording, the speaker wore a helmet designed to
stabilise the probe wrt the head. However, there was a break
when the speaker removed the helmet after recording 10 utterances and wore it again for the remaining 12. This introduced a noticeable mismatch (see fig. 4). We thus consider two
datasets S1 (3 727 contours from 10 utterances) and S2 (4 944
contours from 12 utterances) for sessions 1 and 2, respectively.
At present we have data for only one speaker; recording good
ultrasound data and extracting the contours is quite challenging,
and emphasises the need for adaptation.
Adaptation tasks. We consider two tasks. Task 1 investigates
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Fig. 3. Predictive error E (as RMSE per contour point) after adaptation as a function of the number of adaptation contours N (columns
1–2, for K = 3) and the number of landmarks K (column 3, for N = 10). The errorbars are over 10 random choices of the N
adaptation contours. Row 1: task 1, known transformation {A0 , b0 } (ground truth) of fig. 2. Row 2: task 2, session alignment;
“ground truth” here means the error retraining on the whole S2; note the crosspoint between retraining and adaptation.
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Fig. 4. Contour datasets S1 (left) and S2 (right); units: mm. The
black line in S1 is the upper portion of the convex hull of S2,
indicating misalignment between sessions (zooming may help).
Only 1 000 contours plotted, without lines, to avoid clutter.
the algorithm’s performance in S1 with a known transformation
{A0 , b0 } (that of fig. 2, representative of many others we tried).
We trained predictive models on a random subset of 2 236 contours, and used the remaining contours as adaptation or retraining data (up to 500) and for testing the adapted or retrained
models (991). The best model attainable is given by the groundtruth {A0 , b0 }. Task 2, session alignment, is to adapt the predictive model of S1 to data from S2. We use up to 500 contours
from S2 for adaptation/retraining and the remaining 4 444 for
testing. The best model attainable is given by retraining f on
the entire S2 (using 10-fold cross-validation).
Predictive models. We use (1) an RBF mapping with M =
500 basis functions, width σ = 55 and regularisation parameter
λ = 10−4 , trained by cross-validation on the 2 236 contours
of S1; and (2) a linear mapping, given as a baseline (as it is
consistently outperformed by the RBF mapping); we also use
it to obtain initial {A, b} for the RBF. The K landmarks were
chosen optimally from the P contour points as in [4].
Comparison methods. We compare our adaptation method
with (1) retraining the predictive mapping from scratch on the
adaptation data and (2) PCA alignment, a simple adaptation
method that uses neither correspondences nor the predictive mapping f ; it finds {A, b} by matching the mean and covariance
(principal axes’ angle and variance) of the original and the adaptation datasets, each considered as a collection of 2D points
(i.e., all the points from all the contours). The optimal baseline
is achieved by retraining the predictive model with abundant
data. All the error values we quote are RMSE predictive errors
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Fig. 5. Result of adapting S2 (red contours) to S1 (blue) with
a linear (left) and an RBF predictive mapping (right); the latter
seems quite better. Only 50 contours plotted to avoid clutter.
E per contour point on the test data.
Fig. 3 plots the errors after adaptation/retraining as a function of the number of adaptation contours N (using K = 3
landmarks) and the number of landmarks K (using N = 10
adaptation contours) for both tasks. For task 1, using directly
the predictive model without adaptation would incur an error of
many mm (because of the large translation, rotation and shearing; see fig. 2). Our RBF adaptation method reliably achieves
E = 0.675 mm with just one contour (note the tight errorbars),
which is already better than what the linear model could optimally (large N ) achieve. The adaptation error decreases with N
and eventually almost reaches the optimal value (retraining with
abundant data), because minimising F can achieve the groundtruth up to a small bias. Retraining has an enormous (several
mm) error with < 10 contours and only achieves E = 1 mm
with 15 (linear) or 50 (RBF) contours. PCA alignment (off the
plot) is unable to capture the transformation shear and has an
error > 10 mm even for N = 500. In task 2 the behaviour
is similar, but now our adaptation method stagnates at around
20–30 contours (with an error 0.413, only 9% larger than the
optimal, for the RBF case), and retraining catches up between
70 and 200 contours; PCA alignment works quite well here but
consistently worse than our method and with a larger variance.
As K increases, the predictive error decreases (it is easier to reconstruct the contour given more landmarks), and the
adaptation error closely tracks it. The articulatory databases use
K = 3 (MOCHA) and K = 4 (Wisconsin). The advantage of
the RBF over the linear mapping is strongest in this region.
In general, about 10 contours seem enough to get a close to

optimal RBF model (i.e., retraining with abundant data): 0.494
vs optimal 0.467 for task 1, 0.431 vs optimal 0.38 for task 2.
Using more contours brings little improvement.
Using all the S2 contours to adapt the f from S1 and aligning S2 to S1 with the resulting g we obtained a joint, corf (fig. 5). Compared to using no adaprected dataset (S1,S2)
tation, the adapted f reduced the error on S2 from 0.5116 to
0.4791 (6.4%) and from 0.4089 to 0.3910 (4.4%) for the linear
and RBF mappings, respectively. And training f on the corf reduced the error by 3.88% to 0.446 (linear) and
rected (S1,S2)
by 1.78% to 0.331 (RBF) from the error obtained by training
on the entire (S1,S2), i.e., without aligning S2. Although the
reductions are small in this task, they are consistent and prevent
contours from S2 going through the palate of S1. Also note
that one might expect much of the mismatch between different
recording sessions to be due to a different positioning and orientation of the helmet and ultrasound probe, in which case a rigid
motion g (translation and rotation) would suffice. However, the
misalignment can occur outside the midsagittal plane, producing rescaling and shearing as well; and the different nature of
the utterances in each session can add nonlinear effects. Our re−0.01
2.97
covered A = ( 0.97
0.01 0.96 ) , b = ( 3.39 ) with the RBF appears
to be mostly a shortening; indeed, from figure 4 the range of the
S2 data is slightly wider and higher.

5. Discussion and related work
Our method does not need correspondences, that is, contour
pairs (y1 , y2 ) from recording sessions 1 and 2 (or speakers
1 and 2) that correspond to the same sound or phonetic gesture. Accurate correspondences are hard to obtain; although
one might ask speaker 2 to utter a few prototype sounds and
match these to equivalent ones in speaker 1, inaccuracies will
arise, and besides it may be hard for speaker 2 to understand
and produce exactly the sound requested. If we did have correspondences, one might simply fit a 2D-wise alignment mapping
g to the corresponding pairs directly. However, this ignores the
existing predictive model and would likely perform less well
than our method; our real objective is to reduce the predictive
error rather than find the best alignment of the contours.
Although we illustrate our adaptation approach with tongue
contours, all the equations carry over to data structured in 3D
blocks, and so to predictive models of the 3D tongue shape.
There are many methods for adapting HMMs for automatic
speech recognition (reviewed in [5]), which can be classified
in the following types. Maximum-a-posteriori methods (e.g.
[6]) apply Bayes’ rule using as prior the trained model. This
converges to the true maximum-likelihood estimate with infinite data, but performs poorly with little data because only a
few parameters are updated. The remaining approaches do not
converge to the ML estimate and so do worse than MAP with
abundant data, but with little data they do update all parameters
and reduce the error much more. Parameter tying applies shared
and usually linear transformations to the HMM means and covariances, as in maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR
[7]). Speaker normalisation methods transform the features instead of the parameters so the new speech better matches the one
used to train the original HMM. This is done by arbitrary linear
transformations (constrained MLLR for HMMs [8] or HMMANNs [9]) or special cases of them, such as cepstral mean normalisation or vocal tract length normalisation (e.g. [10]), and
implicitly results in linearly tying the HMM parameters. Finally, speaker space methods define a space where each point
represents one speaker model (e.g. by concatenating all means

in a supervector) and interpolate among several speaker models
by clustering or PCA (e.g. [11, 12]).
Our method can be seen as speaker normalisation using linear transformations gx , gy of a specific structure, namely replicating an unknown 2×2 block A along their diagonal, and having extremely few free parameters altogether (6, independently
of the contour size). This indirectly ties all the RBF parameters
(weights, centres, widths), but it is more intuitive to do this in
the feature space because of the 2D-wise structure of the tongue
contours. Also, our problem is not density estimation by maximum likelihood, but least-squares regression with linear or RBF
models, and this requires using both g and g−1 .

6. Conclusion
We have proposed a fast (< 1 second) adaptation method for
RBF predictive mappings of tongue contours and shown that
a few contours suffice to achieve near-optimal accuracy. In
synthetic transformations and in the problem of correcting for
misalignments between different ultrasound recording sessions,
just one contour reduces the error per contour point below 1
mm, and 10–20 contours bring it within 5–10% of the one obtained by training from scratch on a large training set. Future work will involve using more flexible adaptation models
(e.g. using a different A and b per 2D point) and testing the
model with data from different speakers, when the latter becomes available.
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